Welcome to the World
of Five-Year Journaling
How might I use my new five-year journal?
How you use your five-year journal is limited only by your imagination. I’ve heard of people
using these journals in so many unique and inventive ways, which convinces me that there is no
right or wrong way to do it. Make it serve your purpose and your needs. If you start one way and
find that idea no longer works for you, then change your approach.
Just don’t quit writing. Write through the good days and the bad, and this book will become a
comfort to you, a friend ready to receive whatever you have to say without judgment. Once you
are on the other side of difficult times, reading back through those days will reinforce your
strength and confidence in your abilities and the goodness of our universe.
How do I use my five-year journal?
•

General journal – a record of the day’s events, thoughts, memories, feelings, experiences,
anything you want to include

•

Themed journal - journal used for a particular purpose, with an intention in mind where
all entries revolve around that theme

Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What might I include in my general five-year journal?
•
•
•

Weather - references to weather—extremes of temperature, storms, unusual conditions,
ordinary days
Observances - remembrances of special events and occasions—anniversaries of
weddings, births, deaths, moves, jobs, significant events, purchases, and so on
News - news of the day, the headlines of newspapers, magazines, and television leads,
items trending on the internet
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gratitude - people, places, things, and circumstances you are grateful for in your life
Daily tasks - what you did, where you went, who you saw—all the ordinary moments
that fill our days. One day they may not be so ordinary.
Highs and lows - record the best and the not-so-great aspects of the day
Lessons - something clicked, a lightbulb went on, something made sense, a hard lesson
learned
Successes - did you achieve some sought-after goal, win a prize, get recognized for any
reason
Moments - special shared moments between partners, mother and child, siblings, close
friends
Funny experiences - don’t forget the humor, add in funny experiences even if they are at
your own expense
Painful times - as difficult as it might be, don’t leave out the pain - a pain spoken is a pain
lessened
Conversations - maybe you overheard someone make an interesting statement or say
something in a funny way - your journal can be a place to record those precious sayings of
a child or grandchild
Health issues - struggles with compromised health, ongoing or acute illnesses, prolonged
medical issues
Readings - maybe you love a line from a book you’re reading and include it in your
journal - possibly record what you are reading at the current time and what you think
about it
Accidents - accidents witnessed or experienced
Topics – pick a subject for the day and write what you can remember about that topic,
e.g., pets, school, food, chores, fun, etc.
Work – activities of the day from your work world

Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What kind of themed five-year journals might I create?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gratitude – what you are thankful for that day
Prayer – asked and answered prayers
New beginnings – retain moments during pivotal life stages, such as a graduation, during
pregnancy, following the birth of a child/grandchild, a marriage, moving to a new home or
city, or other major life event
Profession – document a new job/career – track path to success
Highs and lows - record the best and the not-so-great aspects of the day
Emotions – track feelings, moods, and such
Food – record food intake, meals, track weight over time
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•
•
•
•

Exercise – keep track of the training you do, lengths of walks, exercise classes, workouts,
personal bests, etc.
Dreams – record your dreams, possible interpretations
Memories – include memories from childhood – write about important people in your life
Teaching– record what happens at school, what kids said

Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
How do I write in my five-year journal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write short – uses shorthand, phrases, incomplete sentences, numbers, abbreviations to
maximize the space
Be specific – name what you’re writing because something so vivid now may not be next
year
Use different colored ink - write every year in different colored ink - makes it easy to
distinguish years
Be choosey with your pen - use pens you enjoy writing with and like the feel of – buy
four or five of them to get you through the year
Keep your pen with your journal – use an elasticized pen holder – keeps your journal
closed and ensures your pen is right where you need it – one option is a notebook pen
holder, available on Amazon by Diodrio
Keep your journal in one place – keep in the place where you write so you don’t have to
go looking for your pen/journal every day
Create a routine – write at approximately the same time each day, e.g., first thing in the
morning, right before you go to bed – establish a habit of writing in your journal
Keep it simple – don’t overcomplicate writing in your journal – don’t make it a chore – let
it be a relaxing part of your day
Don’t censor yourself - write for your eyes only, be honest, frank, treat your journal as a
confidante
Don’t worry if you miss a day or two - don’t worry about it – you can go back and fill in
the missed days or leave them blank
Hang in there through the first year – the first year is the most difficult, and you may
have trouble getting into a routine – once you get to the second year when you can read
what happened the year before, you’re hooked

Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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After year one, your journal might look like this:

After you keep your five-year journal for a few years, it can look like this. I credit my
husband with the idea to write every year in a different-colored ink.
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Useful items for five-year journaling
•

TUL retractable gel pens – These pens can be found at any office supply store, Amazon,
and many other locations. They come in a wide variety of colors and have several tip sizes.

•

Pen holder/sleeve – I use this elasticized holder to make sure my pen and journal are
always together, and it also keeps my journal closed. I bought my current favorite, Diodrio
Pen Holder, on Amazon.

•

The Red Leather Diary: Reclaiming a Life Through the Pages of a Lost Journal by Lily
Koppel – A great book that shows the transformative power of a five-year journal on the
owner and the person who found it.

Pico Iyer in Why I Write
I write—though perhaps it sounds pretentious to say so—to
make a clearing in the wilderness, to find out what I care about
and what exactly to make of it. Every day so many experiences,
feelings, incidents, encounters crash in on us, and every morning I
retire to my desk to make a kind of sense of them, to put them
into a larger frame, to find out what my priorities should be. It’s
like sifting through the shells you’ve collected after a walk along
the beach, and it makes for a stillness that lends peace and
direction to the day that follows.
Notes: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Purchase your five-year journal(s) at:
WritingYourLife.org/Shop/Five-Year-Journal

If you’d like to know more about Writing Your Life’s services,
books, classes, workshops,
Life Writers membership, and other offerings,
visit WritingYourLife.org and LifeWriters.us.
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